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“The opera will rightly join the
ranks of other very successful
manifestations of the genre”
Leipziger Zeitung

RiENZi BY RiCHARD WAGNER
Rienzi is Richard Wagner's third opera. It was
premièred at the Hofoper, Dresden, on October
20th, 1842 to great public acclaim. The libretto is
based on Edward Bulwer-Lytton's novel about the
Roman Tribune Cola Rienzi, inspired by the historical
figure of Cola di Rienzo (1313-1354) who's great
dream was to restore his native Rome to its former
glory. Rienzi succeeds in provoking an uprising of
the people, banishes the corrupt and autocratic
ruling families of the Colonna and Orsini and reigns
supreme. Over ambitious and not very diplomatic he
turns himself into somewhat of a dictator and finally
causes his own downfall. The people prove fickle, the
popular tide turns against him and in the end he is
murdered by the mob. Low origins of Rienzi and his
fight against the aristocracy was very close to the
young revolutionary composer's heart as he suffered
himself from not having been born into a family of
some standing. The triumph of the world première
came unexpected and Wagner himself did not believe
his eyes and ears. Attempts at reducing the overlong
work to a more practical size were thwarted by
the director of the Hofoper and the singers who
did not want to give up one yota of this “heavenly
music”. With Tschatchek as Rienzi and Wilhelmine
Schröder-Devrient as Adriano Wagner had the best
possible cast at the time. He later dismissed his
early operas including Rienzi and relegated them in

directed for television by Denis
Caïozzi produced by CLC
running time: 180' shot in HD
with 5.1 Surround Sound
My Life to his “wild oats” phase and never allowed
performances at the Bayreuth Festspielhaus. In reality
he had composed a grand opera with an eye on Paris,
but not so much in the vein of Meyerbeer than of
Spontini, whose Ferdinand Cortez Wagner had seen
in Berlin in 1836.
Although based on the grand opera model Rienzi
was last seen in France in 1869 at the Théâtre Lyrique
in Paris. This production from the Théâtre du Capitole
in Toulouse can be considered not only as the
complete rehabilitation of the opera but also as the
beginnings of this year's Wagner celebrations. With
Torsten Kerl, who has made the part of Rienzi very
much his own, Daniela Sindram as Adriano, a young
patrician in love with Rienzi´s sister Irene, and Marika
Schönberg as Irene, conductor Pinchas Steinberg
had a brilliant cast which greatly contributed to the
success in Toulouse. Veteran stage director Jorge
Lavelli knows how to handle masses on stage and
quickly moves from one scene to the next, keeps
chorus and soloists on the move, fighting against each
other, loving each other and killing each other.
Here are some interesting reactions of contemporary
press as well as artists:

“Four times the young composer was called
onto the stage by thunderous applause”

RiENZi

Opera by Richard Wagner
Musical Director Pinchas Steinberg
Stage Director Jorge Lavelli
Sets Ricardo Sanchez Cuerda
Costumes Francesco Zito
Lights Jorge Lavelli & Roberto

Trafferi
Orchestre National du Capitole de
Toulouse, Chorus of the Capitole
Chorus of I'Accademia Teatro alla
Scala Milan
cast
Cola Rienzi Torsten Kerl
Irene Marika Schönberg
Steffano Colonna Richard Wiegold
Adriano Daniela Sindram
Paolo Orsini Stefan Heidemann
Cardinal Orvieto Robert Bork
Baroncelli Marc Heller
Cecco del Vecchio Leonardo Neiva
Messenger of peace Jennifer O'Loughlin

180'

Leipziger Allgemeine Zeitung

“The in itself beautiful plot gains by a
robust instrumentation which is marked
by innovation and originality as well as
a lucky predominance of harmony over
melody”

photos © Tommaso Le Pera

Allgemeine Preussische Zeitung

“With this composition he may gladly join
the best composers of our time”
Die Posaune, Hannover

“The audience was delirious about Torsten
Kerl” Le Figaro

"Rienzi is Meyerbeer´s best opera"
Hans von Bülow

"The greatest music
theatre ever"
Gustav Mahler

"pompous and bombastic"
Dmitri Shostakovich

"Great, Olympian breath"
Georges Biizet
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A WOMAN'S COUNTRY
Maghalaya in North India
is situated at the foot of
the Himalayas. It is mainly
inhabited by a Million
Khasi most of which have
adopted Christianity due
to the missionary efforts
of the British some two
hundred years ago. It is a
wealthy country primarily
run by women. The capital is Shillong,

and it is here that our story begins. Filmmaker Bettina
Witte has close ties to the Himalayas where she has
owned a lodge for many years. This time she is trying
to find out how the Khasi – which means born by a
mother – cope with the last intact matrilineal system
we know. In the Khasi society the youngest daughter
of a clan inherits everything, including all jewelry. She
will be the head of the clan and if she is too young,
her elder sister or a female cousin takes over until
she has come of age. Why the youngest daughter,
one might ask. Because she stays the longest with her
elderly parents in the family home, whereas the older
siblings are either married or live somewhere else.
And she will be able to look after her parents longest.
Men are producing the children but are not
responsible for their education. It is often taken
over by the brother of the mother. Here in Shillong
women have definitely more rights than anywhere
else in India. And here Bettina Witte wants to find out
wether the matrilineal system has a chance to survive
in our modern world, in the 21st century.
She has found a Khasi clan in which the question
of succession, of the Khadu or head of clan, needs
to be resolved. We meet 16 year old Ibanroy who is
still going to school in Shillong. Good education is of
prime importance in the Khasi society. Will she ever
want to go back to the countryside in the south of
Meghalaya, near the Bangladeshi border, where her

clan is rooted? We follow her on a weekend trip
home and get an impression of traditional Khasi life,
a marriage ceremony included. Her cousin Margret
confirms: “We have not changed and we will never
change. We are being brought up in such a system
that we have to accept it. When we get married to a
man – we meet a man, we love him – we declare that
he is the right one for us – it is what God gives us –
this is what we believe”. Should Ibanroy accept the
position of Khadu and find a man she loves, this man
will have to move into her house and take the name
of her family.
We also meet one of the rare westerners in
the area, a Canadian called James. He has married a
Khasi woman and speaks their language fluently. He
says: “The tribal law still holds in court. So you as
the youngest daughter have rights to land. You as a
woman have certain rights to your property. If you
are married to a man and you are getting divorced –
he has no rights to the children – he has no rights to
the land – he basically has to leave and the woman
gets it all”.

When Ibanroy consults her Aunt Valerian, who is
also a Khadu, she gets good advice and begins to look
forward to the challenge of running a clan herself.
Bettina Witte also meets Patricia Mukkim, a journalist
and editor of the Shillong Times, who although leading
a modern woman´s life, quite clearly advocates the
Khasi matrilineal system: “What we would like to tell
the world is that women here are socially mobile,
economically mobile – we can pursue any vocation
we want and we have a very strong support system
in the family. I believe in matrilineality, I don´t want to
provocate any change. Thank God, women are still
carrying on the flame”.

directed by Bettina Witte produced
by Nima Productions
running time: 52’ Shot in HD
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michael house

“Fact and
fiction are so
intermingled in
my work that
now, looking back
on it, I can hardly
distinguish one
from the other”
Somerset Maugham

REVEALiNG MR MAUGHAM

His childhood was spent in the gardens around
the Champs Elysées and his first language was not
English but French. Maugham´s continental origins
are part of the numerous misconceptions and
contradictions when it comes to one of the most
widely read English authors of the 20th century.
Traumatized by the early death of his mother and
brought up by a rather stern uncle Maugham was
steadily writing since the age of 15. While studying
medicine he gained much insight into the low life of
London and made experiences which were to form
the basis of much of his later literary work. He said
himself of that period: “I saw how men died. I saw
how they bore pain I saw what hope looked like,
fear and relief…” In 1897 during his medical studies
he wrote Liza of Lambeth, a tale of working class
adultery and its consequences. The first print run
sold out very quickly and Maugham, having in the
meantime qualified as a doctor, dropped medicine to
become a full time writer for the next 65 years. Plays

Alexander McCall Smith

like Lady Frederick were the talk of town and in 1915
he published Of Human Bondage, his most famous
novel. “The impotence of man to govern or restrain
the emotions I call bondage”, the writer said. Further
experience was gathered when Maugham was briefly
signed on by MI6 as a spy in Continental Europe.
Ashenden, the hero of a collection of short stories,
has undoubtedly influenced Ian Fleming´s Bond figure.

Armistead Maupin

Novelist, playwright and
author of many short
story, William Somerset
Maugham, was probably
one of the most popular and
controversial literary figures
of the 20th century.

In 1926 Maugham bought Villa Mauresque at
Cap Ferrat which quickly became a great literary
and social salon of the 20s and 30s and remained
his home with the exception of the war years which
Maugham spent in America.
The author of such bestsellers as Of Human
Bondage, The Razor´s Edge, The Painted Veil, Rain and
numerous other classic stories, plays and novels broke
all rules of popular literature and yet became the
most successful writer of his age and the world´s first
“millionaire author”. His books continue to be read
by millions and many have been made into feature
films.
Revealing Mr. Maugham sets the record straight
on the man and writer outlining his entire life and
exploring the origins of many of his books and stories.
The film is based on the ground-breaking biography
The Secret Lives of Somerset Maugham by Lady Selina
Hastings. Until this book was released most of the
facts about Maugham´s life were shrouded in mystery
due to Maugham´s own obsessive desire to protect
his private life. Now thanks to Lady Selina´s intensive
research all secrets are revealed: the fact that he
was homosexual with one great love – an American
rogue called Gerald Haxton , his very public marriage
to interior designer Syrie, which privately was a sham
and his final years immersed in deception and scandal.

The documentary by Michael House includes a
visit to Japan where the Japanese Somerset Maugham
Society meets monthly to discuss Maugham´s work,
a thrilling sequence with a group of young London
actors who explore Maugham´s theatrical work
including excerpts from Lady Frederick, many private
photos from the Maugham family archive and
contributions by Maugham´s family who never before
were part of a film about their famously controversial
grandfather. Even Maugham´s face book fans get a
word in.
Interviewees include Armistead Maupin, Alexander
McCall Smith, Pico Iyer, Alan Furst, Selina Hastings,
Ronald Harwood, Nicky Haslam, Camilla Chandon
(Maugham´s granddaughter), Nicolas Paravicini
(Maugham´s grandson) and many more.

directed by Michael House
produced by SWiM cinema
running time: 84’ Shot in HD

“An insightful documentary on
the life and loves of one of the
20th Century´s greatest writers”
Brian Robinson, BFI, London
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FROM THE GOLDEN GATE TO THE EiFFEL TOWER
The eyes of a photographer are special, through
their lens ordinary objects become poetry and old
familiar places are reborn.
Over the past 70 years San Francisco
photographer Fred Lyon has created a photographic
oeuvre that portrays the sister cities of San Francisco
and Paris, his camera capturing subtle moments
testifying to the artistic connection shared between
these two metropolises.
In a career which began while serving in the US
Navy during WWII Lyon served as a White House
official photographer during the 1940's, he worked
in New York City as leading photographer for the
advertising industry during the 1950s (the real-life
Madman era). Lyon's mesmerizing images have been
featured in Vogue, Life and Glamour Magazines. His
work includes not only sublime urban landscapes
but also fashion images and numerous portraits of
celebrities spanning seven decades - Cary Grant &
Henry Miller to mention a few. In the 1970s Lyon
became the west-coasts most important interior and
architectural photographer, working both in black and
white and colour. Lyon now owns one of America’s

most unique privately held photographic collections.
A soft-spoken, private man Lyon's legacy is only
now beginning to be appreciated beyond the world
of art-directors and the advertising elite. Lyon's
recognition as an American artistic icon is gaining
momentum steadily with recent museum expositions
in Chicago and San Francisco.

In his film From the Golden Gate to the Eiffel
Tower Michael House will use Lyon's monumental
photographic oeuvre, archive footage, interviews of
family members along with newly filmed sequences

of Fred Lyon at work to take the viewer on an
unforgettable journey that reveals a San Francisco and
Paris which only exists within the artistic vision of one
of America's most prolific professional photographers.
On the way we shall also take a look at the past
70 years of American culture as seen through the
camera of Fred Lyon.
In 2010, a collection of Lyon's San Francisco
images were published in the best-selling book San
Francisco Then, this film will follow Lyon as he prepares
to publish his upcoming book of Paris photos.
Lyon, who is approaching 90 remains an active
working photographer, sequences will be filmed of
him working on his current commissions, footage that
captures Fred Lyon in his true element. This film will
offer the opportunity to look over the shoulder of a
photographer whose work ranks alongside Brassaï,
Cartier-Bresson & Kertész..

produced and directed by Michael
House running time: 52’ Shot in HD

MEETiNG SHAKESPEARE
Simon Callow and his new one-man show

photo © Stephanie Berger

Since his role as Pozzo in the record breaking
west-end production of Samuel Beckett's Waiting for
Godot along side Ian McKellan and Patrick Stewart,
actor Simon Callow, (Amadeus, Four Weddings and a
Funeral, Howard's End, A Room with A View, No Man's
Land) has been working on a new original play about
the life and work of William Shakespeare.
Simon Callow established himself with
The Importance of Being Oscar (1995) and the
internationally successful Mystery of Charles Dickens
(2001) as the master of the one-person play who
can bring to life literary figures on stage, immerse
the audience in their work and deliver theater
entertainment unlike any other performer of his
generation.
From its beginnings in early 2009 the creation of
Being Shakespeare has been filmed in minute detail by
director Michael House. The film follows Callow and
writer Jonathan Bate from their first writing sessions
in North London in the summer of 2009 to the
launch of the play in London's West End late in 2010.
The film documents the writing of the play as it
struggles to translate from the imaginative heads of
Simon Callow and the scholarly mind of playwright
Jonathan Bate into a working stage script, the readthrough pitch to prospective producer - Harold
Panter of the Ambassador's theatre group, the first
rehearsals and Callow's mammoth task of text
memorizing, the plays stage designing and first 'test'
tour of the UK, a performance at the Edinburgh
Festival and finally the big launch in London's west
end. In short, an entertaining observational film that
reveals the excitement (and the difficult reality) of
bringing an original play to life in today's big money
theatre world.

Highlights include: the struggles on the play’s
content and staging between playwright and actor,
audience reaction during the first 'invite only'
performance at Wilton's Musical Hall in east London,
more writing to improve the play, the play’s first
commercial theatre performance in Plymouth with
an intimate dressing room interview by Callow
voicing his fears about the play’s commercial viability,
playwright Jonathan Bate’s opening night recap of
his ongoing fight to keep the play a little bit ‘funny'
despite Callow's desire to make it more serious.
Jonathan Bate, considered the world's most
credible Shakespeare historian, makes a solid
argument about who he believes the 'true' William
Shakespeare actually was.
Once the curtain falls on the London opening
and the film ends you will never think the same again
of the theater or actors and certainly not the same
about Shakespeare.

written, produced and directed by
Michael House running time: 52’
Shot in HD
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BENJAMiN BRiTTEN
Much has been written and
several documentary films
made about Britten’s life
and his long and successful
personal and creative
partnership with the tenor,
Peter Pears. But little has
been made of another, and
in my view just as important
an element, his lifelong
commitment to pacifism.
From writing an essay at
preparatory school decrying
hunting and all organised
violence, including war, to
his being a conscientious
objector during world war
two, his performances with
Yehudi Menuhin at Belsen
and the supreme emotional
statement of the 'War
Requiem', a fervent espousal
of pacifism was a constant
throughout the sixty three
years of his life.

PEACE AND CONFLiCT

Benjamin Britten - Peace and Conflict, is a feature
length drama documentary which explores the way
in which Britten’s pacifist beliefs developed from a
young man’s curiosity about communism and its links
with pacifism, to a gradual realisation that politicising
the peace movement, at the time a reaction to the
fascist threat, was for him, not the answer. This led
to Britten’s adoption of what might be called a ‘pure’
pacifism, which informed so many of his compositions
from the mid 1940s onwards, culminating in the War
Requiem.
This is a truly revelatory story, which is brought to
cinematic life by depicting the core of the narrative
dramatically; Britten attended Gresham’s School, in
Holt, North Norfolk from 1928 to 1930, where,
doubtless due to the unusually liberal attitudes
prevalent at the school, a significant number of his
contemporaries were exploring communism as
solution to the appalling inequality and hardship
that so many of the working class were suffering.
These boys were also concerned about the rise of
fascism in Germany, Italy and Spain. Many of them,
including the future spy Donald Maclean and British
Communist Party historian, James Klugmann became
party members in the early 1930s and Britten could
not fail to be involved as he started his career, writing
with and for a number of radical communist writers,
composers and directors.
Informed by recent extensive and meticulous
research, the dramatisation of this often overlooked,
but crucial period of the composer’s personal
and musical development is interwoven with a
documentary narrative. This element consists of
interviews, archive images - moving and still, some
never before shown and contemporary art works,
including new montages and installations. Interview
subjects range from Sue Phipps, Britten and Pears’
agent, who is one of the few people alive who knew
Britten intimately, to Anita Lasker Wallfisch, who tells
the extraordinary story of being in the audience
when an unknown Britten accompanied Yehudi
Menuhin at Belsen in 1945 and only realising years
later that she had been playing cello for him for years
as a member of the English Chamber Orchestra. We
also hear from commentators who were not directly

Alex Lawther as the young Benjamin Britten

photos © Andrew Midgley
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capriol films

connected with the composer, but who enrich the
story from their own viewpoint, such as pianist and
broadcaster Iain Burnside and historian and Head of
History at Gresham’s School, Simon Kinder.
We feature several specially filmed contemporary
performances of compositions influenced by the
composer’s pacifist ideals and experiences, by
renowned tenor James Gilchrist, accompanied by Iain
Burnside, with rising star counter tenor, Jake Arditti,
the internationally acclaimed ‘cellist Raphael Wallfisch
and the exciting new Benyounes String Quartet.
The enviable reputation of Gresham’s School
music department is demonstrated by the
involvement of their choirs and brass ensemble in the
film.
The dramatic element is absolutely central to
the narrative of Benjamin Britten - Peace and Conflict,
because it brings to life a crucial period in Britten’s
musical and emotional development that can only be
adequately expressed as drama. But this is not merely
‘dramatic reconstruction’; it is full blown, exquisitely
photographed drama, which vividly brings to life the
experience of being a pupil at an English public school
in the late 1920s. The parts of the pupils at the school
are taken by current Gresham’s boys, who also take
minor roles. The principle roles are played by a group
of outstanding young British professional actors,
headed by the extraordinarily talented Alex Lawther
as young Ben. Seventeen years old Alex dazzled
audiences and critics alike this summer when he took
the leading role in Sir David Hare’s South Downs at
the Pinter Theatre in London’s West End and his first
screen appearance in our film heralds the emergence
of a rare acting talent.
Benjamin Britten - Peace and Conflict is a unique
and important project which will make a significant
contribution to the centenary celebrations of the
greatest English composer since Henry Purcell.
Tony Britten
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Mykola Allen as Oliver Berthoud

photo © Andrew Midgley
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BENJAMiN BRiTTEN
PEACE AND CONFLiCT
Music performed and as underscore

War Requiem
Bagatelle for Violin and Piano
Noyes Fludde
Simple Symphony
Winter Words
Second String Quartet
The Wind Song from Montagu
Slater’s Stay Down Miner
First & Third Cello Suites
The Russian Funeral
Sinfonia da Requiem
Night Mail (film)
Our Hunting Fathers
Ballad of Heroes
The Holy Sonnets of John Donne
Owen Wingrave
Nocturne
Canticle no.2 Abraham & Isaac

At the end of the film, Sue Phipps - Pears’ niece
and agent to him and Britten, talks about Ben’s
‘corpses’ - people who for one reason or another
were seemingly cast aside. Ben was not perfect, but
the demands on him from so many people clearly
stood in the way of the music he had to compose
- so much music and so little time, for a man who
probably knew that he would not survive to old age.
Maybe this letter, read to camera by John Hurt,
that Wystan Auden wrote to Ben just before he
and Peter came home from America in 1942 says
something quite profound:

‘Wherever you go you are and probably always
will be surrounded by people who adore you,
nurse you, and praise everything you do, e.g. Peter
(please show this to P to whom all this is also
addressed.) Up to a certain point this is fine for
you, but beware.
You see, Benjie dear, you are always tempted to
make things too easy for yourself in this way, i.e.
To build yourself a warm nest of love (of course
when you get it, you find it a little stifling) by
playing the lovable talented little boy.
If you are really to develop to your full stature,
you will have, I think, to suffer, and make others
suffer, in ways which are totally strange to you at
present and against every conscious value that
you have; i.e. You will have to be able to say what
you never yet had the right to say - God, I’m a
shit.’
written, produced and directed by
Tony Britten produced by Capriol
Films Director of photography Roger
Bonnici running time: 110’ Shot in
HD

available from January 2013
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HECTOR BERLiOZ
It is a well known fact that the
French have a rather curious
relationship with their own
music ever since J.J. Rousseau
published his famous "Lettre sur
la musique francaise". Although
Berlioz had some success in
his own country during his life
time the great promoters of his
music came from abroad. It is
generally accepted that today's
great Berlioz interpreters are
Sir Colin Davis and Sir John
Eliot Gardiner, both English.
No wonder that the Châtelet
in Paris called on John Eliot to
conduct Berlioz' opus magnum
'Les Troyens' (available from
PHI in a recording that won
the first Gramophone Award
for a homevideo ever) for the
celebrations of his bi-centenary
in 2003. No wonder also that the
Festival de Saint-Denis asked
John Eliot to conduct the 'Grande
Messe des Morts' as the closing
event of this year's festival.

GRANDE MESSE DES MORTS

directed for television by FrançoisRené Martin produced by CLC with
the Festival of Saint-Denis running
time: 90’ Shot in HD
The story of how this masterpiece of sacred
music came about is well worth remembering. It
was the Ministry of the Interior which wanted a
grand piece to celebrate the 1830 Revolution and to
commemorate Maréchal Mortier. A fee was agreed
and Berlioz said of himself: “My brain felt as though
it would explode with the pressure of ideas”. Using
the traditional Requiem text freely he finished the
work in a couple of months´ time and the first
performance was to happen at the end of July 1837.
Only when the rehearsals were already under way
it became clear that there was not enough money
for the planned celebrations and the event had to
be cancelled. The Ministry of the Interior excused
itself on the grounds that all the money allocated
for events of pomp and circumstance had already
been spent. Berlioz found it very difficult to retrieve
his expenses let alone his fee. Then an unexpected
occasion presented itself. Comte de Damrémont
had laid siege to the City of Constantine in Algeria
and was mortally wounded and died one day before
his armies captured the city. Now the Ministry of
War, which had much more money, took over and
on December 5th of the same year François-Antoine
Habenek conducted the first performance at Les
Invalides. A note from the Minister sums up the
feelings of all present at that grand occasion:
"Sir, I hasten to express to you all the satisfaction I
sensed in hearing the performance of the Requiem
Mass of which you are the author, and which has
just been sung at the funeral service for General
Damrémont.
The success obtained by this beautiful and severe
composition complimented with dignity the solemnity
of the occasion. And I am pleased with myself
for having been able to furnish you with this new
occasion to tap the talent which puts you in the first
rank of our composers of sacred music. Accept, Sir,
the certainty of my most distinguished regards. "
Le Pair de France
Minister-Secretary of State for War
Bernard

HECTOR BERLiOZ

Grande Messe des Morts
Sir John Eliot Gardiner conducts
The Monteverdi Choir,
Chaeur de Radio France
and the
Orchestre National de France
Tenor

Michael Spyres
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verdi & wagner
OBERTO (Giuseppe Verdi)

Yves Abel conducts the Bilbao Opera House
Orchestra and Chorus, Stage Direction by Ignacio
Garcia; Soloists: Ildar Abdrazakov and Evelyn
Herlitzius; TV Director Angel Luís Ramírez
Recorded in HD with 5.1 Surround Sound at Bilbao
Opera House, Running Time: 135 Min.

OTELLO (Giuseppe Verdi)

photo © Javier del Real

This famously austere stage production by
Willy Decker lends itself brilliantly to bring out the
Shakespearian elements in this music drama.
Antonio Ros Marbà conducts the Symphony
Orchestra and Chorus of Gran Teatro del Liceu,
Stage Director Willy Decker; Soloists: José Cura,
Krassimira Stoyanova, Lado Ataneli and others; TV
Director Robin Lough
Recorded in HD TV with 5.1 Surround Sound at the
Liceu Barcelona, Running Time: 140'
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from the norm it can tolerate – as well as to examine
what value society places, and should place, on art.
Sebastian Weigle conducts the Bayreuth
Festspielhaus Orchestra, Stage Director Katharina
Wagner, Stage Design Tilo Steffens, Costumes
Michaela Bart and Tilo Steffens; Soloists: Martin Snell.
Franz Hawlata, Artur Korn, Charles Reid, Rainer
Zaun, Michael Volle, Markus Eiche, Edward Randall,
Klaus Florian Vogt, Carola Guber and others;
TV Director Andreas Morell
Recorded in High Definition with 5.1 Surround
Sound at Festspielhaus Bayreuth, Running Time: 285'

PARSiFAL (Richard Wagner)
and Introductory Documentary

PARSiFAL’S PROGRESS

Isn't it a funny coincidence
Kent Nagano conducts Deutsches
Symphonieorchester Berlin, Stage Director Nikolaus
that two of the towering
Lehnhoff, Sets Raimund Bauer, Costumes Andrea
Schmidt-Futterer; Soloists: Chris Ventris, Thomas
operatic geniusses of the
Hampson, Matti Salminen, Waltraud Meier, Tom Fox,
LA
TRAViATA
(Giuseppe
Verdi)
19th century were both
Bjarni Thor Kristinsson and others; TV Director
Wouldn´t it be fun to also show what Australia
Thomas Grimm
born in the same year? 1813
does with Verdi?
Recorded in HD TV with 5.1 Surround Sound at
Brian Castler-Onion conducts the Australian opera
must be considered a special
Festspielhaus Baden-Baden, Running Time: 240/75'
and Ballet Orchestra and Chorus, Stage Direction:
vintage and preparations for
Francesca Zambello, Set Design: Brian Thomson,
Costume Design: Tess Schofield; Soloists: Emma
RiENZi (Richard Wagner)
celebrations are in full swing.
Matthews, Gianluca Terranova, Jonathan Summers
Conductor: Pinchas Steinberg; Stage Director Jorge
Lavelli, Stage Design: Ricardo Sanchez Cuerda;
Poorhouse International is very and others; TV Director Cameron Kirkpatrick
Recorded in HD with 5.1. Surround Sound on Sydney Soloists: Johan Thorsten Kerl, Marika Schönberg,
proud to be able to present you Harbour.
Richard
ˇ Wiegold, Claudia Mahnke, Robert Bork,
Marc Heller and others; TV Director: Olivier
with plenty of both - Wagner
Simonnet
TRAViATA (Giuseppe Verdi)
and Verdi. We particularly would like to draw LAPizzi
Recorded in October 2012 in HD with 5.1.
staged this Traviata with Angela Gheorghiu
your attention to three Lehnhoff productions of
Wagner operas which have been critically acclaimed
for their modern esthetics while showing respect to
the librettist and composer.
As far as Verdi is concerned we highly recommend
Willi Decker´s Otello with a José Cura in splendid
form and looking the part. From the DNO, one
of Europe´s most enterprising opera houses we
can offer a modern Flying Dutchman and the rarely
performed full French version of Sicilian Vespers.
Here is our comprehensive list:

UN BALLO iN MASCHERA

(Giuseppe Verdi)
This new production from the Teatro Real in
Madrid is produced by the well known Italian cinema
and stage director Mario Martone in 19th century
Boston and unites a stunning cast of Verdi singers. This
is also the first coproduction of the Spanish opera
house with the Royal Opera House Covent Garden
and it was available in cinemas live.
Recorded in High Definition with 5.1 Surround
Sound at Teatro Real de Madrid
Running Time: apprx. 140'
Jesus Lopez Cobos conducts Chorus and Orchestra
of Teatro Real Madrid, Stage Director Mario
Martone, Design Sergio Tramonti; Soloists: Marcelo
Alvarez,Violeta Urmana, Carlos Alvarez, Elena
Zaremba, Alessandra Marianelli, Borja Quiza and
others, TV Director Angel Luís Ramírez

LES VÊPRES SiCiLiENNES

(Giuseppe Verdi)
It is this original French version including a ballet
which the DNO and stage director Christof Loy
chose for this highly acclaimed production of a lesser
known Verdi opera.
Recorded in High Definition with 5.1 Surround
Sound at De Nederlandse Opera
Running Time: 180'
Paolo Carignani conducts the Nederlands
Philharmonisch Orkest and the Koor van der
Nederlandse Opera Soloists: Barbara Haveman,
Lívia Ághová, Burkhard Fritz, Alejandro MarcoBuhrmester, Balint Szabo, Hubert Francis, Fabrice
Farina and others, TV Director Misjel Vermeiren.

FALSTAFF (Giuseppe Verdi)

This is very much a tongue-in-cheek adaptation
for small orchestra and has had a very well received
London run. Why not Verdi of a different kind for
once?
Based on a stage production of the opera, recorded
in HD with 5.1 Surround Sound, shot on location
in Norfolk, Running Time: 110' Soloists Ian Jervis,
Simon Butteriss, Julian Forsyth, Jan Hartley, Katie
Lovell and others, arranged and directed by Tony
Britten

as Violeta. She turned up but decreed after attending
rehearsals for barely an hour that this stage
production (sat in Nazi-occupied Paris to create
a feeling of tension and insecurity) was “with no
class …”. After the Diva had slammed the door,
Nohra Amsellem from the second cast took over,
immediately brought the audience under her spell
with a stunning Sempre libera and made this Traviata
a memorable evening.
Jesus Lopez Cobos conducts the Orchestra
Titular del Teatro Real as well as Chorus and
Orchestra Sinfonica de Madrid, Stage Direction,
Set and Costume Design Pier Luigi Pizzi; Soloists:
Norah Amsellem, José Bros, Renato Bruson, Itxaro
Mentxaka, Angel Rodriguez; TV Director Angel Luís
Ramírez
Recorded in HD TV with 5.1 Surround Sound at
Teatro Real Madrid, Running Time: 110'

THE FLYiNG DUTCHMAN

(Richard Wagner)
An episode from Heinrich Heine’s Aus den
Memoiren des Herrn Schnabelewopski and an
experience of a rough sea passage to London with a
stopover in the Norwegian fjord of Sandwike forms
the basis for the opera that established Richard
Wagner’s reputation worldwide.
Hartmut Haenchen conducts the Nederlandse
Philharmonisch Orkest, Stage Director Martin Kušej,
Stage Design Martin Zehetgruber; Soloists: Robert
Lloyd, Catherine Naglestad, Marco Jentzsch, Marina
Prudenskaya, Oliver Ringelhahn, Juha Uusitalo.
TV Director Joost Honselaar
Recorded in High Definition with 5.1 Surround
Sound at De Nederlandse Opera, Running Time:
145'

LOHENGRiN (Richard Wagner)

and Introductory Documentary

NEVER SHALT THOU ASK OF ME

Kent Nagano conducts Deutsches
Symphonieorchester Berlin, Stage Director Nikolaus
Lehnhoff, Sets Stephan Braunfels, Costumes
Bettina Walter; Soloists: Klaus Florian Vogt, Solveig
Kringelborn, Tom Fox, Waltraud Meier, Roman
Trekel, Hans-Peter König and others; TV Director
Thomas Grimm
Recorded in HD TV with 5.1 Surround Sound at
Festspielhaus Baden-Baden, Running Time: 240/68'
AWARDS:
9 de Classica Répertoire December 2006

MEiSTERSiNGER (Richard Wagner)

Wagner uses his protagonists to show how a
community deals with tradition and those who break
with it and just how much innovation and deviation

Surround Sound from Théâtre du Capitole Toulouse
Running Time:180’

TANNHÄUSER (Richard Wagner) and
Introductory Documentary

TANNHÄUSER THE REVOLUTiONARY
Philippe Jordan conducts the Deutsche SymphonieOrchester and the Baden-Baden Festspielhaus
Choir, Stage Direction by Nikolaus Lehnhoff, Sets
by Raimund Bauer, Costumes by Andrea SchmidtFutterer; Soloists: Camilla Nylund, Waltraud Meier,
Robert Gambill, Stephen Milling, Roman Trekel and
others; TV Director Patrick Buttmann
Recorded in HD TV with 5.1 Surround Sound at
Festspielhaus Baden-Baden, Running Time: 240/58'

TRiSTAN UND iSOLDE (Richard Wagner)

and Introductory Documentary
DO i HEAR THE LiGHT?
Recorded in HD TV with 5.1 Surround Sound at the
Glyndebourne Festival Opera, Running Time: 25O
Min. / ca. 55 Min.
Jirí Belohlávek conducts the London Philharmonic
Orchestra and the Glyndebourne Chorus, Stage
Direction by Nikolaus Lehnhoff, Sets by Roland
Aeschlimann, Costumes by Andrea Schmidt-Futterer;
Soloists: Nina Stemme, Robert Gambill, René Pape,
Bo Skovhus, Katherina Karneus and others; TV
Director Thomas Grimm
AWARDS:
Czech Crystal 2008 at the Golden Prague Festival for
Best Musical Drama
R10 Classica Répertoire March 2008
Best DVD of the Year,The Metropolitan Opera January
2009

WALKÜRE (Richard Wagner)

Tankred Dorst’s controversial staging of the Ring
has matured over the years. It combines existing and
perishing, Gods and humans, mystical places like caves
and woods with modern architecture in order to
make the plot relevant for today’s audiences. Christian
Thielemann with his unfailing talent for dramatic
moments makes this Walküre the highlight of the
entire Ring.
Christian Thielemann conducts the Bayreuth
Festspielhaus Orchestra, Stage Director Tankred
Dorst, Stage Design Frank Philipp Schlössmann;
Soloists: Johan Botha, Kwangchul Youn, Albert
Dohmen, Edith Haller, Linda Watson, Mihoko
Fujimura, Sonja Mühlbeck and others; TV Director
Michael Beyer
Recorded in High Definition with 5.1 Surround
Sound at Festspielhaus Bayreuth, Running Time: 230'
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CONCERTS FOR TELEViSiON
LGM continues to provide
interesting concert programs
thanks to their close
relationship with Paavo Järvi
and Orchestre de Paris. Järvi,
now into his third season
with the Paris orchestra, has
dramatically changed the
orchestra's programming and
surprises time and again with
wonderful pieces of music,
some of which are barely
known.
LANG LANG PLAYS PROKOFiEV

THE LABEQUE SiSTERS
PREMiERE DUBAGNON

Katia and Mariella Labèque are probably the
best known piano duo of our time. In this concert
they perform the European première of Richard
Dubagnon´s Battelfield, a concerto for two pianos
and two orchestras, under the baton of Paavo Järvi.
The evening opens with Leonard Bernstein´s popular
Symphonic Dances from West Side Story and closes
with Sergey Prokofiev´s first Romeo & Juliet Suite.
Running Times:
Symphonic Dances 25´10
Battlefield 26 06
Romeo & Juliet Suite 29´30
Directed for Television by Sébastien Glas
Shot in HD

XAViER DE MAiSTRE
PLAYS RODRiGO

After the highly successful Night of the Mayas
Concert Kristjan Järvi is back with the world´s leading
harpist in the latter´s own transcription of the famous
Concierto de Aranjuez. The evening opens with Sinfonia
India by Carlos Chavez and finishes with Maurice
Ravel´s Alborada del gracioso and two suites from
Manuel de Falla´s Three Cornered Hat. Because of the
great audience response Kristjan Järvi threw in two
encores, Vivaldi´s Winter from The Four Seasons and a
Dance by Manuel de Falla.
Running Times:
Sinfonia India 10´45
Concierto de Aranjuez 21´47
The Winter 3´18
Alborada del gracioso 7´53
Three Cornered Hat Suite 1 10´05
Three Cornered Hat Suite 2 12´47
Ritual Dance 2´54
Directed for Television by Sébastien Glas
Shot in HD

Paavo Järvi , Lang Lang and Orchestre de Paris
perform the composer´s highly virtuosic Third Piano
Concerto. The evening opens with two sacred music
pieces by Francis Poulenc, Litanies à la vierge noire for
Chorus and Orchestra and Stabat Mater with Mireille
Delunsch as soloist. The concert finishes appropriately
with igor Stravinsky´s Firebird Suite from 1919.
Running Times:
Litanies 9´
Stabat Mater 30´20
Piano Concert Nr. 3 29´
Firebird Suite 21´
Directed for Television by Sébastien Glas
Shot in HD
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WiLLIiAM
CHRiSTiE

A PASSiON FOR THE BAROQUE
In 2002 I had a meeting with William Christie
at the Café Zimmer in Paris next to the Châtelet
Theatre. My client LGM was offered to record some
Rameau at Salle Garnier and I was trying to find
out from the conductor whether we could build a
strand of Rameau operas over a period of time. I
also was planning a documentary on Rameau (The
Real Rameau) and needed his collaboration. It turned
out that both of us felt passionately about this great
neglected French composer and we promised
each other to put Rameau on the musical map as
had happened thirty years earlier with Handel. Ten
years on PHI is offering 8 complete Rameau operas,
four of which were conducted by William Christie,
while in 2002 there were none. Our collaboration
continued with a documentary entitled Les Art Flo or
Bill's Band to celebrate the 30th anniversary of Les
Art Florissants in 2009. I am happy to also distribute
Rosebud's profile of the conductor which was
recently produced for Empreintes on FR5.
A Passion for the Baroque retraces William Christie's
career from its beginnings in Buffalo, NY, where he
was born into a musical household, to his discovery of
Couperin's Les leçons des tenèbres, lessons with Ralph
Kirkpatrick, the fascination of the cembalo sound, the
shock of the Campus of Kent State Massacre in 1970
and the decision to try his luck in France. At the time
almost nobody was interested in old music, let alone
French old music.

directed by Pricilla Pizzato & Adrien
Soland produced by Rosebud running
time: 52' shot in HD

Christie experienced hard years and were it not
for the encouragement of his music loving father he
might well have returned to the US. As he stayed on
and was not keen to pursue a career as soloist he
eventually created Les Arts Florissants in 1979 with
their very special sound and started to explore a
repertoire including, besides Monteverdi, Handel and
some other well- known composers, the works of
Charpentier, Rameau, Campra, Mondonville, Couperin
and Lully. His breakthrough came in 1987 with the
latter's Atys at the Comic Opera in a spectacular
staging by Jean-Marie Villégier of which you are of
course seeing clips in Priscilla Pizzato's profile
By making his baroque interpretations into an
avant-garde movement Christie created a large
following in France and abroad and began to hand
down his knowledge to further generations including
Emmanuelle Haïm and Marc Minkowski, to name but
a few. We also watch Christie in rehearsal and giving
master-classes during his Jardin des Voix, a bi-annual
course for handpicked young musicians from all over
the world who are interested in baroque music.
The film ends with Christie admitting “thirty years
of happiness” in the gardens he designed for his
country house in Thiré-Vendée, revealing yet another
side to his fascinating personality.
Reiner E. Moritz
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AWARDS

Mariss Jansons was voted Conductor of the Year by
Opernwelt, not least for is formidable performance in
Eugene Onegin.

MiLOS FORMAN TO
RECEiVE DiRECTORS
GUiLD'S HiGHEST
TRiBUTE

Milos Forman, 80, will receive the Directors
Guild of America's Lifetime Achievement Award
for Distinguished Achievement in Motion Picture
Direction at the 65th annual DGA Awards on
February 2nd. The ceremony will be held at
Hollywood & Highland's Ray Dolby Ballroom. "It's a
tremendous privilege to present the DGA Lifetime
Achievement Award for feature film to one of the
greatest filmmakers of our time, Milos Forman,"
said DGA President Taylor Hackford in a statement
Wednesday. "No matter what subject or genre he
tackles, Milos finds the universality of the human
expression in every story." The Czech director won
the best director Oscar for the 1975 drama One Flew
Over the Cuckoo's Nest, which also earned Academy
Awards for best picture, lead actress, lead actor
and adapted screenplay. Forman won his second
best director Oscar for the 1984 historical drama
Amadeus, which won seven additional Academy
Awards, including best picture and lead actor. He also
won the DGA Award for both films. Forman joins
other veteran Hollywood directors who earned the
DGA's Lifetime Achievement Award, including Cecil
B. DeMille, Frank Capra, Alfred Hitchcock, Orson
Welles, Billy Wilder, Stanley Kubrick, Steven Spielberg,
Martin Scorsese and Clint Eastwood. Forman made
his feature directorial debut with 1964's Black Peter.
His films Loves of a Blonde in 1965 and The Fireman's
Ball (1967) were nominated for foreign-language film
Oscars. His first American feature was 1971's Taking
Off. Forman also directed 1989's Valmont, 1994's The
People vs. Larry Flynt and 1999's Man in the Moon.
Los Angeles Times, 28.11.2012
Congratulations Milos Forman! We are happy to
distribute your profile produced by Wichita and
already seen in more than 10 countries.

NEW PROGRAMMES
NOW AVAiLABLE FOR
DELiVERY

Deidamia, photo © Ruth Walz

POORHOUSE
iNTERNATiONAL
AT MiDEM 2013

Iohigenie en Tauride, photo © Ruth Walz

BEST CLASSiCAL
RECORDiNG 2012

The New York Times lists amongst the best
classical recordings of 2012 Stefan Herheim´s Oslo
Bohème:

The intellectually charged but dazzlingly
theatrical director Stefan Herheim deconstructed
the traditional sets of the Norwegian National
Opera’s previous production of 'La Bohème,'
creating a mixture of old and new with a sober
twist: Mimi dies of cancer at the start, and the
opera is reconfigured as Rodolfo’s surreal, moving
refusal to admit it. Zachary Woolfe
Congratulations Stefan Herheim and Stein-Roger Bull!

Ariane & Barbe Bleue, photo © Antoni Bofill

ARiANE & BARBE BLEUE 120’
BENJAMiN BRiTTEN - PEACE &
CONFLiCT 105’
WiLLiAM CHRiSTiE – A PASSiON
FOR THE BAROQUE 52'
JiRí BELOHLAVEK – A MUSICIANS’
MUSICIAN 57'
DEiDAMiA 184'
i PURiTANi 173'
IPHiGENiE EN AULiDE 114'
IPHiGENiE EN TAURiDE 115'
MA VLAST, JiRí BELOHLAVEK
CONDUCTS THE ORCHESTRA OF
THE PRAGUE CONSERVATORY 90'

We are looking forward to seeing you at MIDEM!
Contact Reiner Moritz at the IMZ Zone or at the
Grand Hotel (Tel: +33 (0)4 9338 1545). The Avant
Premiere screening of the Poorhouse Showreel is
scheduled for Saturday 26th January 2013 at 16:57 at
the Auditorium A, 3rd floor.
A Screening of Benjamin Britten: Peace & Conflict will
take place at FNAC, 83 rue d’Antibes, Cannes,
on Sunday 27th at 17.00
SHOWREEL:

BELOHLAVEK DOCUMENTARY
i PURiTANi
QUiCK HiTS: ANOUSHKA
SHANKAR
iPHiGENiE EN AULiDE AND EN
TAURiDE
SOUND TRACKS 2: JULiE FOWLIS
DEiDAMiA
WiLLiAM CHRiSTiE
DOCUMENTARY
HEAVENLY VOiCES
CHAiLLY AND PiRES iN CONCERT
BENJAMiN BRiTTEN - PEACE &
CONFLiCT

17-18 Margaret Street
London W1W 8RP
telephone/fax: +44 (0)20 7436 8663
email info@poorhouseintl.co.uk
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